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Abstract

Semantic slot prediction is one of the impor-
tant task for natural language understanding
(NLU). They depend on the quality and quan-
tity of the human crafted training data, which
affects model generalization. With the advent
of voice assistants exposing AI platforms to
third party developers, training data quality
and quantity matters for any machine learn-
ing algorithm to learn and generalize properly.
AI platforms provides provision to add cus-
tom external plist defined by the developers
for the training data. Hence we are exploring
dataset, called LowCorpusSlotData, contain-
ing low corpus training data with larger num-
ber of slots and significant test data. We also
use external plist for the above dataset to aid
in slot identification. We experimented using
state of the art architectures like Bi-directional
Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) with variants and Bi-directional En-
coder with Custom Decoder. To address the
low corpus problem, we propose a pipeline ap-
proach where we extract candidate slot infor-
mation using the external plist extractor mod-
ule and feed as input along with utterance.

1 Introduction

In recent market, many voice assistants like Sam-
sung Bixby, Amazon Alexa are providing AI plat-
forms for developers outside to develop their cus-
tom applications. In these platforms, developers
add the data for their custom made applications
which is being used by the voice assistant for the
training its NLU components. The main responsi-
bility of NLU is to understand the user utterance
and to determine the domain, intent and slots. Do-
main Prediction extracts the domain in which the
utterance belongs to i.e., the application that will
execute the user intention. Intent Detector is to
extract the user intention or the action that we will
execute inside the application. Slot Filler is to ex-

tract the semantic slots or objects of interest on
which we execute the action. Example is name en-
tity finding like name of person, location and date
time. The data, developed by the developers, might
be small for training slot-detection task when com-
pared to intent detection or domain prediction task.
Therefore, the current scope of this paper is limited
solving the Slot Filler task. To explain Slot Filler
task with an example, consider the utterance ”Is the
Barbeque Nation closed at this time?”. Slot Filler
task is to identify ”Barbeque Nation” as Business-
Name and ”Closed” as OpenHourDescriptor from
the utterance.

Lots of work is going on the field of slot predic-
tion as independent task. Shin et al. (2018) pro-
poses the architecture based on encoder-decoder
attention model with aligned input where Bi-GRU
as encoder and GRU decoder which learns jointly
both slot filling and delexicalized sentence gener-
ation. Saha et al. (2018) proposes the variants of
LSTM and GRU integrated with the CRF layer at
end for the task of slot filling. Mesnil et al. (2014)
recommends the usage of RNN for the slot predic-
tion. Jaech et al. (2016) performs an experiment
using a multi-task model with open vocabulary em-
beddings increases the generalizability by which
the data required for the training the slot-filling
is minimalised. Huang et al. (2015) proposes a
various LSTM-CRF models for sentence tagging.
Kurata et al. (2016) proposes the encoder-labeler
LSTM which performs slot filling conditioned on
the encoded sentence-level information which was
generated by LSTM. Shi et al. (2016) recommends
a recurrent support vector machine, which is a com-
bination of recurrent neural network, and a struc-
tured support vector machine for the slot tagging.
Liu et al. (2020) proposes a cross-domain slot fill-
ing using Bi-LSTM for handling the limitation of
data and unseen slot types. Zhang et al. (2018)
proposes a capsule based neural network model,
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which accomplishes slot filling and intent detec-
tion via a dynamic routing-by-agreement schema.
Firdaus et al. (2019) recommends a multi-task hi-
erarchical approach using the CNN, RNN to get
the contextual information and uses CRF for model
label dependency. All the above approaches suffers
from the lack of intent information to enhance slot
task.

To circumvent the above limitation, exploration
on slot prediction as joint task with intent gained
momentum. Wang et al. (2020) proposes a new
architecture for joint intent detection and slot fill-
ing based on pre-trained BERT (Chen et al., 2019),
added the self-attention and slot gate with CRF
which improvement in slot filling. Gangadhara-
iah and Narayanaswamy (2019) proposes attention
information (calculating the attention of current
encoder with respect to previous encoders), in ad-
dition to encoder during each decoder step for pre-
dicting joint intent and slot.

Inspired by performance of the above state of
the art architectures in slot prediction work, we are
exploring architectures namely BERT (Chen et al.,
2019) and Encoder with Custom Decoder (Gan-
gadharaiah and Narayanaswamy, 2019) on open
source dataset with external list information.

We organize rest of the paper as follows. Sec-
tion 2 describes the Proposed Approach. Section 3
describes the experimental setup including dataset,
metrics used followed by results. Finally, we con-
clude and suggest future work and extensions.

2 Proposed Approach

2.1 Pre-Processor
All the external plist information are maintained in
seperate files. Each file contains phrases asssoci-
ated to that plist. For example ”distanceunit” file
contains phrases like ”kilometers”, ”km”, ”miles”
and so on. These plists are generally extra infor-
mation that the developer has defined to aid in slot
identification for low corpus training data. We
load all the plist information and store it in dictio-
nary with key as phrase and value as list of plist(s)
containing the phrase. Next, we gather all the sub-
phrases from the given utterance and search in dic-
tionary to find any matches. Then we filter the
matches based on the following procedures

• We use ibo format to tag plist for the entire
utterance.For example, consider the utterance
”show me pizza stores nearby”. The corres-
posnding tags will be ”o o b-businesscategory

i-businesscategory o” if the business category
contains ”pizza stores”.

• Filter the matches based on longest match for
same plist. For example if the phrase ”Bar-
beque Nation” is matched by BusinessName
as ”Barbeque” and ”Barbeque Nation”, then
we choose ”Barbeque Nation” only as final
match for BusinessName and tag it in ibo for-
mat.

• Keep the matches of all plist when sub-
phrases within the phrase are matched. For
example, consider the phrase ”punjabi thali”.
”punjabi thali” is present in ”BusinessName”
and ”punjabi” in ”cuisinestyle”.We keep
both the plist as candidate plist in IBO
format as ”b-businessname b-cuisinestyle i-
businessname”.

• If more than one plist matches the same
phrase, then we concatenate them by ” ”.
For example if the phrase ”Barbeque Nation”
matches ”BusinessName” and ”BusinessCate-
gory”, then we concatenate the plist as ”Busi-
nessName BusinessCatory” in IBO format.

The above procedure is followed to get better candi-
date plist result for the utterance as this information
influences slot prediction for each word in the ut-
terance. Finally, we use this external plist sequence
information in the model as explained in the next
sections.

2.2 BERT Model

Figure 1: BERT Architecture with external plist se-
quence information and word sequence
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Figure 1 explains BERT model architecture.
BERT model is a multi-layer bi-directional Trans-
former encoder. The input to the model contains ex-
ternal plist sequence information or external slot se-
quence information, in addition to sentence. Since
the plist can be unknown word to the vocabulary
used for pre-trained BERT model, we added the
list of unique plist used to the vocab list. The out-
put of BERT provides learnt embeddings for both
the word and its respective plist. To get the final
embeddings for each word in sentence, we added a
custom layer, which adds the embeddings of word
and its plist. We pass these final embeddings to
softmax layer to get the slots. We use pre-trained
BERT model for the proposed experiment for the
said method.

2.3 Bi-Directional Encoder with Custom
Decoder

Gangadharaiah and Narayanaswamy (2019) pro-
posed novel architecture using encoder and decoder
model. Encoder module is made of Bi-directional
LSTM encoder and Decoder module is made of
LSTM module with attention information of input
encoder during decoding stage at each step. We
pass the output through dense layer. We have imple-
mented the code from scratch based on the author
description of the paper. During decoder imple-
mentation, we use attention information of encoder
as additional input along with each encoder hidden
information as input and calculate its importance
using the modified equation as shown in Equation
6.

ft = σg(Wf ∗ xt + Uf ∗ ht−1 + Vf ∗ at + bf )
(1)

it = σg(Wi ∗ xt + Ui ∗ ht−1 + Vi ∗ at + bi)
(2)

ot = σg(Wo ∗ xt + Uo ∗ ht−1 + Vo ∗ at + bo)
(3)

et = σg(Wc ∗ xt + Uc ∗ ht−1 + Vc ∗ at + bc)
(4)

ct = ft ∗ ct−1 + it ∗ et (5)

ht = ot ∗ σc(ct) (6)

Where at represent attention information of hidden
encoder ht at time t and xt represent input hidden
encoder information at time t. We modified the
input to the model to take both utterance and ex-
ternal plist sequence information. We converted
utterance, containing list of words, to list of word

indices based on dictionary (built by taking unique
words from training data, sort the unique words
and adding “unkword” in the end of sorted dictio-
nary). If word is not present in dictionary, we as-
sign “unkword” index. To maintain uniform length
while training we pad sentence to max length. We
also construct weight matrix by assigning 300 di-
mensional vector to each row index, representing
word in sorted dictionary. We obtained this 300 di-
mensional vector using glove embedding. If word
is not in glove embedding, we assign “unkword”
embedding which is randomly initialized 300 di-
mensional vector. We pass through Embedding
module with utterance matrix and weight matrix to
get 3-dimensional word embedding matrix.

We converted external plist sequence infor-
mation as external slot embedding where each
plist is assigned randomly initialized vector pdim
(plist dimension). As each word can have more
than one plist assigned, we create matrix of plist
embedding vector for each word. Hence, matrix
for the external plist sequence information will be
4-dimensional (batch size, max sequence words,
distinct plist count, plist dimension). We resize
to 3D flattening the features of plist embedding
from (distinct plist count, plist dimension) to (dis-
tinct plist count * plist dimension). We then con-
catenate word embedding matrix with external slot
embedding matrix and pass as input to Encoder
Module as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Bi-directional Encoder with Custom Decoder.
Here we concatenate the word-embedding matrix with
external slot embedding matrix and we send the com-
bined embedding to Encoder module.
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3 Experiments

Data Train Test Slot
Business Search 301 1001 38

Table 1: BusinessSearch Data details.

We evaluated above models in BusinessSearch1

Data as shown in Table 1. “BusinessSearch” data
deals with details, search of Business names like
dominos, reliance store and Business categories
like grocery, gym with the help of external plist. It
contains 301 training data and 1001 test data. It
contains plist files like name, category for external
use by the models.

3.1 Training Details
We share training details for BERT and Bi-
directional encoder with Custom Decoder in below
sections.

3.2 BERT
We used pre-trained 12 layer un-cased BERT model
as initial start point for training model. We added
plist names into vocab so that pre-processor does
not tokenize the pist info and use it as it is. We use
“Tensorflow” platform with optimizer as “Adam”,
loss as “categorical crossentropy”, batch size as 64
and learning rate as 0.001.

3.3 Bi-directional Encoder with Custom
Decoder

We use 300 dimension Glove Embedding vector
for each word to construct training matrix of word
index to vector. We experimented pdim with 16,
32, and 64 randomly initialized vector for each
plist. We use LSTM hidden units as 128 in En-
coder and Decoder (Custom LSTM with Attention
information) hidden dimension as 128. Attention
information does not change the hidden dimension
information. Dense layer hidden dimension is dis-
tinct slots size with “Softmax” activation. We use
“Keras” platform with optimizer as “Adam”, loss
as “categorical crossentropy”, batch size as 64 and
learning rate as 0.001.

4 Results and Analysis

Table 2 shows the comparison of the different ar-
chitectures on “BusinessSearch” data with external
plist information. From the table, we are able to

1https://github.com/MultiIntentData/LowCorpusSlotData

Architecture Sentence Level
Accuracy

Bi-LSTM Encoder with De-
coder and 16 external slot em-
bedding

84.79

Bi-LSTM Encoder with De-
coder and 32 external slot em-
bedding

86.83

Bi-LSTM Encoder with De-
coder and 64 external slot em-
bedding

90.49

BERT with external slot se-
quence as 2nd sequence

77

Table 2: Comparison of state of the art models.

infer that Bi-LSTM Encoder with Custom Decoder
is able to beat BERT model where we feed exter-
nal plist information as second sequence. This is
attributed to the fact that concatenation of plist fea-
tures along with word embedding is able to perform
better than BERT model where we feed external
plist information as second sequence. In addition,
when we represent plist embedding dimension with
64 we are able to get better accuracy than 16 and
32. This shows that Bi-directional LSTM is able
to differentiate better between different slots when
plist representation is higher. In addition, we under-
stand the importance of role of external plist as its
absence lead to poor generalization of the model.

5 Conclusion

This work demonstrated the use of external slot
information along with sentence. We showed the
performance of DNN models on low corpus data
with external plist and showed there is an improve-
ment of 13.49%, by Bi-directional Encoder with
custom Decoder when compared to state of the art
BERT model. We believe the pipeline approach
to such user-developed dataset will aid in better
model generalization for semantic slot prediction.
Future scope of the paper includes exploration of
non-sequential models for sequence labelling task.
Also we are planning to extend the work to predict
domain, intent along with slot prediction.
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